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FINALLY, our “new build” is complete and we’d love to personally
show you all around on our OPEN DAY, which is fast approaching.
grow it, but we have. We now we have a
staff of 27, a team of eight veterinarians with
different skill sets and interests - something
we are very proud of and have tried hard to
achieve. We want our clients to have all their
needs met, and those of their precious pets,
all under one roof.

We are very proud of what we have achieved,
something that hasn’t been seen in small
animal practice before - completely separate
cat and dog reception, consulting, surgical
and ICU treatment areas.
This new edition has been seven years in
the making - a lot of time and energy has
been dedicated to this project as well as
decisions to be made on a daily basis. We
bought the old house next to the clinic in
2012 anticipating we would expand one day.
It was so exciting to finally see foundations
being laid.

Old house converted to new extension.

on top of each other in the surgical area.
Our young sons, Connor and Dylan, often
watched their mum and dad perform
surgeries, cuddling and playing with kittens
in the small staffroom. They were good times
and we got to know some terrific, animal
mad clients, who are still with us 20 years on.
The Practice we work out of now was built
in 2008 and never thought we would out
Demolition time.

To go back 20 years ….. In 1999 we took over
the reins of Rozens Vet Clinic ( which was an
old house situated in our carpark). We have
very fond memories of our early days there
and we were a small yet enthusiastic staff
of six back then. Our small garage doubled
as a cattery, our carpark was flooded most
of winter and inhabited by Mallards, X-rays
were manually developed in the toilet and
often we were so busy cages were stacked

Smartflow patient monitoring.

Cat ICU and treatment area.

Aside from the separate cat wing, our new
280 square metre addition will feature
space for rehabilitation and physiotherapy,
a state off the art theatre and surgical wing
for referral surgeries, a double dental room,
another feline ward, large ultrasonography
room and extra kennelling for about 20 dogs
plus storage galore.
We are very proud to now be able to offer
Referral Surgery at McMaster & Heap Vets. Dr
Helen Milner has now joined the team who
is an Australian and New Zealand Registered
Specialist in Small Animal Surgery. She will
be able to offer a wide array of soft tissue,
orthopaedic and neurological surgeries.
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We are also very fortunate to have the
services of Dr Richard Lucy who does
all the Echocardiography, Endoscopy
and Abdominal and Musculoskeletal
Ultrasonography in the Practice. Richard
has also put pacemakers in dogs, performs
our spinal taps and can also interpret MRI’s
and CT scans. He’s consulted a lot by us all.
Richard and Helens ethics, empathy, genuine
love of all animals, professional style and
incredibly high skill level fits with our aim of
becoming a “Centre of Excellence”.
Our other vets are also skilled up in areas
of interest and passion to them - Steve
with Ophthalmology, Dentistry and
Reconstructive Surgery, Sara enjoying
Dermatology and Exotics, Olivia a whiz at
all tricky Dentistry, Kirsty is very competent
in Soft Tissue Surgery, Chemotherapy and
Transfusion Medicine and Catherine is a
fantastic Medicine and Intensive Care expert
as well as performing Ultrasounds whenever
Richard is away. Me, I’m a jack of all trades,
doing a little of everything but my passion
lies with consulting and meeting new pets
and people, radiography and surgery.

Michele and Steve in the cattery.

In the past 20 years we have learnt heaps
about running a successful business and
working together as a team. One of our goals
is to lead by example and empower our staff
to be their best, enjoy what they are good
at and love coming to work for us every day.
The right people, with the right set of skills
and attitude, are the key to our success.
The NZL Veterinary industry is rapidly
changing with many Practices being bought
by Corporate Entities and amalgamating with
practices. The need to keep up, diversify,
provide flexibility and options for people
and find your niche area is our future aim.
We will never stand still and be complacent.
We will listen to our clients and staff and see
what they want from us going forward in the
future.

Cat clinic entrance.

Theatre preparation & surgical scrub area.

We have also moved fast with regards to
technology. I’m not really a starter for change
but Steve persisted and eventually had me
sold on our new veterinary software system,
EzyVet and our new patient monitoring and
billing system, Smartflow. We are virtually
paperless and you’ll see our nurses walking
around with iPads updating flowsheets and
monitoring anaesthetics. Now I couldn’t
go back. This system is so accurate, very
professional and way more efficient.

I hope McMaster & Heap will stand the test
of time, cementing itself in Christchurch, as a
hospital who pride themselves on excellence,
expertise, quality patient care and full
commitment to our people and their pets.
We would love to see you on Saturday
30th November between 12-3pm for a look
around at where your special furries stay
when they are with us and enjoy a coffee,
sausage sizzle and get advice or just enjoy
a chat from our super staff and industry
representatives who will be present on the
day also. There will also be cat and dog
goodie bags, raffles and discount vouchers
on some foods.

Hope to see you real soon.
Steve, Michele and Lola

The ORIJEN and ACANA
Dog and Cat food range
are available in the
clinic.
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